
 Unfortunately, late into my junior year of college after turning twenty-one I made 

my second debut downtown and was drugged at [bar name redacted] in San Luis Obispo. 

I had been at college for three years at this point of my life and had been constantly 

surrounded by a drinking environment. I had become very aware of my drinking 

limitations and how my body handles alcohol, rarely pushing myself past my limits. The 

night I was drugged I made the unwise and possibly cocky decision, in regards to my 

safety to drink with people I wasn’t familiar with, as well as friends that I’m now positive 

would not of taken care of me if I needed them too. This night began with me having two 

drinks at a pregame full of strangers and a few familiar faces before heading downtown. I 

could tell on the ride there that I was slightly feeling the effects of alcohol. After arriving 

at our first (and my final) bar, [name redacted], I was bought my third drink of the night 

by a newly made friend. Quickly after drinking only a little bit of my cocktail, though it 

is a hazy memory, I remember feeling completely obliterated. My heart pumps rapidly 

when recalling this scary feeling of being cognitive one second and the next second on 

the floor of the bar. I stumbled to get back up and my words started to slur. Most people, 

if not all, just assumed that I had too much to drink. To my luck, a good hometown friend 

recognized my state and passed along the message to the people that I was with that I was 

in fact not okay and needed to go home. Instead of having someone going home with me, 

I found out later as I don’t remember, being put in an Uber not being able to string a 

sentence together. After this, my memory goes blank. The next moment I vaguely 

remember is losing my phone and trying to type on my computer for any of my 

roommates help. I still recall how panicked I was and the emotional distress I felt when I 

couldn’t control my fingers to type and just slamming my palms into my computer, as I 



had no control over my body, hoping I would send someone some type of message. 

Luckily, a roommate of mine came downstairs and looked in my bedroom to see me 

passed out throwing up on my floor. They stayed up with me all night as I continued to 

get sick, which was for many long hours. When I woke up I knew something bad had 

happen to me, as I had remembered the only three drinks I had but now don’t have any 

recollection of the past 12 hours of my life or how I got home. There are many holes in 

what happened to me that night and I will always have an uncertainty of what truly 

happened. 

 After waking up and speaking to my roommate about how she found me, we both 

realized that I must have been drugged. I immediately went to urgent care and took a 

drug test, plus a rape kit. This was one of the most uncomfortable and scary things I have 

ever done in my entire life. When my results came in I felt like I had the wind knocked 

out of me but my results were in: drug test positive, rape kit negative. These results gave 

me some kind of relief, but I was still filled with anger and surprisingly to me still 

extremely scared. Right after my doctors visit I called both of my parents to tell them 

about what happened. My father was while my mother was more upset and began to talk 

to me about the safety of going out, a conversation I already knew but didn’t perform the 

previous night. I was quite upset with my friend, but I didn’t talk about my morning and 

that I had tests run or their results with her. Instead I let her believe I got “fucked up” and 

watched her laugh. This wounded me, as little did she know I was drugged and she put 

me in a stranger’s car to defend myself. I knew I could tell her the truth but for some 

reason I didn’t want to and instead I made the decision to scold her for sending me home 

alone.  



 The next few months of my life at school I avoided drinking all together. I told 

my friends it was because I wanted to be healthy and lose weight. They called me lame 

and still pushed me constantly to go out, but I resisted going downtown for quite some 

time. I was still upset with myself and with whoever did this, but mainly myself. The few 

memories I have of that night I have flashbacks of not covering my drink, putting it 

down, and overall not being careful. I had gotten so comfortable drinking and going out, 

that I just never think that something like this could happen to me. 

 This experience took a little bit of what I believe makes me “[name redacted]”. I 

think of myself as outgoing, trusting, fun, and happy most days but after this traumatizing 

moment in my life I was no longer trusting, constantly angry, and a complete homebody. 

My friends, co-workers, and family all noticed my change in behavior and how cynical I 

had become. This made me even angrier as I was mad that this situation continued to 

effect me when I was sure at the time I was passed it.  I was always pissed at any person 

involved in that night deep down and at the fact that I still didn’t truly know what 

happened to me. Regardless that my rape kit came up clean there are other forms of 

sexual assault besides penetration, and that’s all I could think of. It took me awhile to 

speak about what happened to me or to enlighten my friends of what had happened 

months ago.  

The month before summer began I found the confidence to go out again with a 

select circle of friends. I had to make sure I felt sure safe with the group I would be 

drinking with and that they would have my back no matter how fun the night may be. I 

believe talking to my parents, the roommate who found me in that state, and my 

boyfriend helped me slowly find my legs again. I didn’t instantly rip shots or get drunk 



but I eased into drinking situations by only casually drinking at my house with my 

boyfriend and best friend or at family events. Now being exactly one year since this 

happened I have come along way as I am typing this paper for the public to see. I would 

be lying to myself to not admit that this moment didn’t change me, as I believe it was a 

hard reality check and robbed me of some of my innocence. I do feel this experience 

hardened me and when I look in the mirror I don’t believe I am as spritely or girly as I 

previously was. This was a hard lesson I learned and wouldn’t wish on anyone, but as far 

as I know it was a cheap lesson I learned compared to other victims who have been 

drugged. 

I got through this situation in my own way, as there is no right way. Everybody 

handles a traumatic experience differently. I found the biggest key of me finding my way 

back to my life was relying and talking to the people I love and trust the most. I struggle 

with the pure fact “that I was drugged” and the embarrassment I felt. I have no clue why I 

would be embarrassed but I felt ashamed. It took me acknowledging that it wasn’t my 

fault to start talking about what happened to me openly. I know I could have taken better 

measures to protect myself, which I will live with and forever learn from but I always tell 

myself it wasn’t my fault. The longer I held in the pain and humiliation I was feeling the 

farther I got from healing. I would encourage anyone who may have the same feelings I 

did or been put through a similar situation to speak to anyone and to remember that there 

is no correct way to handle a situation like this. My advice is to not let it consume you 

because the person who drugged you doesn’t deserve another second of your life and it 

was no one’s fault other then theirs, and they have to live with that.  


